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1. I write to remind you a6out my health and some related issues

regarding my $eparation from the service.

Z. It can be recalled that on 14 Sept 20ll,I sent a communication to

AFL HQ to facilitate my surgical operation from grenade blast in which I

sustainecl injuries while savirig the life of a recruit during training of the

AFL Recruit Class 06 al the Armed Forces Training Command

Barracks 13 MaY 2009.

3. On 27 Oct 2011, I sent a letter of Voluntary Separation from the

service due to family problems and other related issues to name few (Medal

of Bravery and citation). No action yet'

4. On 28 Oct 2011, I forwarded a recent medical report at AFL HQ

concerning my health for possible surgery but yet to received feedback. This

incident had since been two years eight months with no attention shown me

as a soldier. I am being hurt on a daily basic and authority is playing with

my health. Concem ii Ueing drawn by my family members and some

eminent people of the society regarding my health. If there is no means of

authority facilitating the cost of sending me to foreign country as it was

stated in the medical reporl for the surgery, let me be informed and then I

can get my family and lawyer involves finding solution to my probiern. I am

afraid of developing cancer.

5. Sir, please see reason and prevail on those stakeholders responsible

for such matter to take my health and other issues seriously.



fnn"rlli;l;:rr*ttu'v forwarded for vour officiar considerarion and

Enclosure
I * copy of Request to Facilitate Surgery
]l .opy of Medical Report

1] *opy of Voluntary S*pu.ation
I * copy of X-Ray Result
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SSG AFL/AFTC


